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This Rural Bulletin is published by the Rural Services Network and brings you a round up of our existing
publications in one place! Get the latest rural news, read our current rural commentary in the Hinterland,
focus in on our weekly Spotlight special feature and check out what we've been up to this week at RSN
HQ!
If you have any comments on the Rural Bulletin, please contact us here.

We are working in extraordinary times at the moment, but we wanted to take this opportunity to let you
know that, at the Rural Services Network, our staff are all working remotely and are still here to provide
services to you.
More here...

Important information for
vulnerable utility customers

Coronavirus - Support and
advice for people affected by
dementia

Suspension of regional
transport

Coronavirus check points
established across the country

Rural Response - Emergency
Grants Programme

Rural petrol stations forced to
close

The remote and rural hospitals
at threat from coronavirus

Extra vigilance needed as
coronavirus lockdown triggers
surge in fly-tipping

Coronavirus: 'Stay at home'
plea as Easter holiday starts

Statement - Supporting the
Cultural Sector

Tell us about your rural
community working together
during lockdown

Rural Related Politics - An
RSN weekly review

Say hello to superfast speeds with the 4GEE Home Router from EE
Not getting the speeds you really want from your home internet? Then say hello to EE’s 4GEE Home
Router. It’s the alternative to standard broadband, with speeds as fast as fibre
RSN members get an exclusive 20% off on all 18-month plans
To find out more click here

In this edition of Hinterland:
There really are few alternative stories to the one big headline. I’ve
weakened and gone with the flow. This week: countryside hubs, 5G,
crime, free electricity, supply chain problems and the Archers all
feature in our pandemic tinted editions. Read on...

The Rural Services Network offered it’s support to DEFRA and Government in supporting our rural
communities and organisations during the current crisis period. Defra have accepted and we are now part
of their COVID-19 Rural stakeholder forum where we will be meeting virtually each week with
representatives
from
key rural
Kindness is all
around
usorganisations
– but what and
partDefra.
should it play in policy making?
While kindness has a part to play in our everyday lives, when we think about public policy (not just what
the strategic direction is, but how we implement it) where does kindness feature?
Jessica
Sellick
investigates.
Last
week
we asked
for your feedback to help us help you! We are collecting feedback from our rural
communities to gather information about ways they are pulling together to support their vulnerable
-residents
Read theatfull
here
thisarticle
difficult
time. Please keep sending us your stories and we’ll feature them in the Rural
Bulletin next week.
- Provide the information here

We appreciate that with the crisis, you may not be monitoring performance in the same ways as previously
however we have updated our performance benchmarking information to December 2019. These
Broadband
and
the road
to 5G
analyses can be
accessed
HERE
and inquiry
provide benchmarking on speed of decisions for 'major', 'minor' and
MPs
launched types.
an inquiry
Broadband
road authority
to 5G to examine
Government’s pledge to ensure
'other'have
development
Thisinto
is available
for and
our local
sparse members.
every
home
and
business
in
the
UK
has
gigabit-capable
broadband
by
2025
A supplementary planning performance analysis that presents data showing the speed of decisions made
The
Network
submitted
over Rural
a two Services
year period
can behave
found
HERE evidence to the Inquiry.
- Read the full article here
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